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BEAN DISEASES

Tractor Better Dusting Performer Than Plane.

Use of airplanes in dusting certain types of crops has

received much attention recently, but in bean-rust control,

tractor equipment appears to be more dependable. The facts

reported about bean-rust control in 1946 studies at Powell

are as follows: (1) “Good tractor dusting completely

covered every plant in the field, giving a maximum of

protection. Airplane dusting did not effectively cover

the under-surfaces of the leaves. (2) In some cases,

sulfur used for dusting was found to lie in heavy streaks

across the fields treated by airplane. Oftentimes corners

and edges of fields were not dusted at all, due to the

presence of trees, power lines, and other flight hazards."

(5) Hewever, airplane dusting can be used when ground

dusting cannot be, for example, where vegetative cover »

is heavy or where soil is wet.



NORTH CAROLINA STATE COLLEGE OFAGRICULTURE AND ENGINEERING,NORTH CAROLINA COUNTIES ANDUNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OFAGRICULTURE COOPERATING

COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK
IN

AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS :xvansuou saavucz'PLA NT PATHOLOGY
STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA

State College Station. Raleigh. N. C.

January 25, 1948

To KEY REPORTERS 0N AEROPLANE DUSTING:

I am enclosing herewith a copy of the mimeographed
summary on Aeroplane Dusting For Plant Disease Control
in the United States. Your cooperation in acting as key
reporter in your state during this study is gratefully
appreciated. I regret that I have not been able to send
you a cOpy of this report earlier. Some copies of this
report were rushed through for the Chicago Meetings in
December. You may or may not haVe obtained a copy there.

After the information contained in the enclosed report
was compiled, additional information was received from
xDr. C. M. Haenseler, Professor and Research Specialist in
Plant Pathology, Rutgers University. His report indicates
that approximately 24.000 acres of crops, mainly potato,
tomato, and lima bean, were dusted for disease control in
New Jersey. However, Dr. Haenseler requested that data
submitted by him not be published in the summary until a
more accurate survey in New Jersey could be made. ‘

Again thanking you for your cooperation.‘

Very truly yours,

WWaim,

Howard R. Carries
Extension Plant Pathologist

Has/j (North Carolina)
Enclosure



REPORT TO THE CHAIRMAN, EXTENSION COHMITTEE:

SUBJECT:

IN THE UNITED STATES

AEROPLANE DUSTING FOR PLANT DISEASE CONTROL

Following the Extension Workers Conference at the Cincinnati Meetings, 1946,
the writer attempted to carry out the assignment of gathering certain information

During late summer, 1947, a
questionnaire on this subject was submitted to key men in the 48 states, Hawaii,
and Puerto Rico.

on Aeroplane Dusting for Plant Disease Control.

Reaponse to the questionnaire has been gratifying and it is felt that the
information submitted on the questionnaire forms and in letters from the key men
contacted will be useful.

The writer wishes to express sincere appreciation for the cooperation given
by the reporters in the various states.

SUMMARY OF CROPS BUSTED BY AEROPLANE FOR DISEASE CONTROL,
BY STA ES, 1947

Total Percent Cost
CrOp Acres Acreage Per

State Dusted Dusted Dusted’ Acre* Diseases Combatted

Arkansas Peaches 1500 Brown rot

Delaware Cantaloupe 1000 30 5000 Downy mildew
Cucumber 500 15 5°00 " "
Potato 1000 20 5.00 Late & Early blight
Tomato 5000 50 6.00 " " " "
Watermelon 500 15 5.00 Anthracnose

Georgia Peanut Leafspot
- Peaches “ Brown rot

Tomato 4000 Early blight

Kansas Potato 125 2.5 2.50** Late blight

Maine Apple 500 1 Scab
Blueberries 500 l l.50—3.00** Rust, Mildew

Michigan Peaches 10 3.00-5.00 Brown rot
Onion 2000 20 2.00—4.00 Mildew

Minnesota Potato 12,000 Late and Early blight

Nebraska Potato 1000 2 3.50 Late blight
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Total Percent Cost
GrOp Acres Acreage Per

State Dusted Dusted Dusted Acre Diseases Combatted

North Potato 15,000 — 1 2.00~3.00 Late and Early blight
Dakota

North Peaches 2000 l 4.50 Brown rot
Carolina Peanuts 5220 l 2.50 4Leafspot

Tomato 40 .Late blight
Pecan 90 6.00 Scab

Ohio Apple 410 4.00 Scab
Celery 85 5.15 Blight
Cucumber 55 3.25 Leafspot
Peaches 140 4.50 Brown rot
Potato 987 4.00 Late blight
Tomato 3000 2.00 Late blight

South Cotton 20,000 2 2.00 Boll rots
Carolina Peaches 2.00 Brown rot & Scab

Peanuts 800 3 4.00 Leafspot
Pecans Scab (Preliminary Test)
Potatoes 1000 8 Late blight
Tinato 300 5 Late blight
Watermelon 200 6 4.00 Anthracnose

South Potatoes 1000 3 Late & Early blight
Dakota

Tennessee Peaches 40 tr. 8.00’ Brown rot
Tomato 5 tr. 10.00 Blight

Texas Potato 10,000” 80 90-1.20** Late blight

Potato 20,000" 50 " " Late blight

Tomato 30,000” 25 " " Early blight &
Stemphyllium

Virginia Tomato 5~10 2.00**

Wyoming Beans 17,200 15 2.75

>5:

** Cost of application

SRl<

Lower Rio Grand Valley in Texas

Elsewhere in State of Texas

Cost in dollars per acre per application including material was requested
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Advantages and Disadvantages of Aeroplane Dusting

While there were a few eXceptions, the general consensus of opinion
of persons reporting was that aeroplane dusting was more expensive and less
effective than dusting with ground equipment. The various opinions eXpressed
regarding advantages and disadvantages of plane dusting can briefly be
summarized as follows: ‘

Aggantages:

1. Rapid coverage in emergencies and under extended unfavorable weather
conditions.

2. Saves time and labor, releasing machinery and labor for other jobs.

3. Facilitates applications when ground is too wet for ground equipment.

4. Facilitates applications when plants are large, thus eliminating
damage to plants by ground equipment.

5. Enables larger acreages to be dusted where adequate ground equipment
is not available to cover the acreage.

Disadvantagesi

1. Cost of application too high.

2. Not as effective in controlling diseases as applications by ground
equi ment.

3. Poorer coverage and more uneven distribution of dust than obtained
with ground equipment.

4. Results too variable with pilots. Many pilots careless in distribution
of dust.

5. Not adapted to small fields.

6. Obstructions prevent coverage in portions of fields.

7. Drift of dust to nearby crops.

8. Delay during unfavorable flying weather including windy mornings and
evenings.



What §§.$h§ Future?

Generally, the opinions expressed show the following trends:

AerOplane dusting will have a place in dusting some crops, for1.
Texas reportscontrol of certain diseases, under certain conditions.

favorably on continuous and probably more extensive use of aeroplane
-dusting.

2. Research is needed to obtain more data on results, development
of better equipment and improvement of techniques.

Howard R. Garriss
Extension Plant Pathologist (N. C.)
Chairman, Extension Sub—Committee on

Aeroplane Dusting
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From FARM AND HOME RESEARCH, Bimonthly Bulletin, Ohio Agricultural Experiment

Station, Wooster, Ohio - Vol. XXXII - May-June, 1947 - No. 246

AIRPLATEE DUSTING IN THE CONTROL OF TOMATO DISEASES

By J. D. Wilson

The introduction of a new group of highly efficient pesticides has
recently given the airplane an opportunity to gain favor in comparison
with the more conventional ground duster, especially in large-scale opera-
tions. Airplane applications of DDT in the form of oil-solubilized
concentrates are proving to be practical for the control of various forest
insects, and the same preparations, as well as various dust formulations,
are giving good control of the European corn borer and potato leathpper.

Airplanes Do Not Dust Evenly

It is doubtful, however, if airplane applications of fungicidal
formulas (liquid concentrates or dust mixtures) can be depended upon to
give a comparable degree of control of foliage diseases. Most insects
move about somewhat and thus encounter any particles of insecticide that
may be present, but coverage of crop foliage must be much more complete
and comprehensive to kill the germinating fungus spores before they pene-
trate the host tissue to establish infection.

Airplane application gives comparatively good coverage in a rather
narrow swath directly in the backwash from the propeller, but the remainder
of the strip (swath) usually considered to be dusted as the airplane passes
over receives a much lighter and less evenly-distributed coating of the
fungicidal material. In the tests reported later in this paper the center
three rows of the 7-row swath of tomatoes (planted 5 feet apart) were

- usually better dusted than the other four (two On each side of the center
three). Since dusting at best is not all that might be desired for the
control of foliage diseases of crops, it is in these outer rows that
infection is most likely to, and often does, occur. It seems likely that
a narrowing of the swath by a deliberate overlapping of the less well-
covered edges should improve the results more than the use of comparably
heavier raates of application on wider swaths.

Airplane and Ground Dusting are Compared

In the summer of 1940 fixed copper dusts were applied by airplane to
portions of each of seven tomato fields in the Toledo area in a study of
disease control. In two of these fields a comparison was made between
the control furnished by the airplane and ground duster. The tomatoes
were planted in rows spaced 5 feet apart. Seven rows were treated with
with the airplane and five by the ground duster. Four applications of
dust were made, using approximately 55 to 40 pounds per acre for each
application. The dust mixtures were prepared to contain 7 percent
of copper as the metallic equivalent (or 14 pounds of a fixed copper that
was 50 percent copper) plus 15 pounds of flour and 71 pounds of talc or
other diluent. Three forms of fixed copper were used in this series of
tests. In some instances, all three were included in a single experi-
ment in which case they were averaged to represent the results obtained



with airplane application.

Defoliation, which became rather severe in some of the untreatedcheck plots, was caused chiefly by early blight (Alternaria) and Septorialeaf spot. Fruit rots were caused chiefly by anthracnoSE‘TColletotrichum)and Alternaria.~ Late blight (Phytophthora) was not present.

Yields Higher for GrOund Dusting
The data relative to the two experiments in which airplane andground dusting were compared are given in table 1, page 95.
In each instance the yield of both ripe and green fruit and the degreeof disease control obtained with a ground-duster application was somewhatbetter than that resulting from the use of the airplane. The greatestincrease in favor of ground dusting occurred in the yield of green fruit,which is a good indication that foliage diseases were checked to thegreater extent by ground dusting.

Airplane applications did give a considerable increase in yield,however, as is shown in table 2 where the data relative to seven differentexperiments are presented.

The average increase in salable fruit was approximately 2 tons peracre from dusting. The percentage of ripe fruit rendered unfit for useby various rots and sunscald was reduced from 58 percent in untreatedplots to 29 percent in the dusted plots. The quantity of green fruitleft on the vines after the last picking had been made was increased by2 tons per acre, thus indicating a considerable degree of control offoliage diseases in the early part of the dusting schedule.
Table No. 2, Page 94, gives the influence of airplane dusting withfixed copper formulas on yield and disease control of canning tomatoes.

Airplane Dusting Can Pay Its Way
Since it requires an increase of about 1 ton of salable tomatoes peracre to pay the cost of a good dust control program, it is interestingto evaluate, on this basis, the use of such a schedule on each of theseven experiments listed in table 2. In experiments No. l and 5 thegrowers did not gain enough to cover costs and in No. 4 gain and cost wereapproximately equal. Tests No. 2, 6, and 7 were similar to the averagewith an increase of 2 tons of salable tomatoes per acre, as a result ofdisease control. The best gain of all was recorded in test No. 3.Defoliation was comparatively severe in this test field and yields werehigh. These circumstances permitted a good increase in yield from dusting.This average of four out of seven fields in which a worthwhile return wasobrained with a disease control program is similar to the ratio of profitableto money-losing tests in a series of field experiments conducted over aperiod of several years, regardless of the form of application. Increasesare frequently considerably greater than the 2 ton average of theseexperiments. '
In 1940, at the time these tests were made, the gross return from1.97 tons of tomatoes of average grade would have been approximately $21.50.
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The cost of applying 40 pounds of 7 percent copper dust per acre in atotal of four applications by air would have been about ,ll.25. Thisleft a net gain to the grower of about $5 per acre from dusting afterharvesting charges were deducted. If the experiment had been conducted
in 1946 and had yielded similar results, the value of the extra fruitwould have been $46.50, the dusting charge $17.60, and harvesting costsabout $15.00. This would have left a net gain of $15.70 per acre fromthe contrOl program in 1946.

Summary

The development during the war years of a new group of fungicideshas added new interest to the possibility of controlling tomato diseaseswith airplane applications.

In tests conducted in 1940 in which fixed copper dusts were appliedto tomatoes by airplane, the method did not give results as good as thoseobtained when the same materials were applied with a ground duster.
In an average of seven experiments a yield increase of 2 tons ofsalable tomatoes was obtained, which was sufficient to give a slightprofit from airplane dusting. The growers lost money in two fields, brokeeven in one, and experienced a gain in the remaining four.
During the 6-year interval since this work was done, better airplaneshave become available and some improvements in the devices for distributingpesticides have been made also. These factors, together With possiblygreater skill on the part of the pilots who apply the dusts, make itreasonable to expect that a present-day repetition of the experimentsreported here might show plane applications to compare more favorablywith those made by ground dusters than they did in 1940. Ground dusters,on the other hand, have also been improved during the past few years.



COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK
IN

NORTH CAROLINA STATE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS EXTENSION SERVICEAGRICULTURE AND ENGINEERING,
333$21132;”353‘3333935 STATE OF NORTH CAROLINAAGRICULTURE COOPERATING State College Station, Rale'Elbfillg- Requested

To County Agents:

Re: Aeroplane Dusting for Plant Disease Control

As a member of the Extension Relations Committee of the American Phytopathologi—
cal Society, I have been assigned the task of compiling certain information on
aeroplane dusting in the United States. The information compiled will be pre-
sented to the committee at the annual meetings of our society at Chicago in
December. Below is indicated the type of information requested from all states
in the Union, and I will gratefully appreciate your cooperation in helping me
compile our own state summery.

Please fill in the blanks below and return to me as soon as possible.

Very truly yours,
r/’ {M / ' 13 -..»~_.¢»L~dififiwwvmkfifizfi7ég“7f

Howard R. Garriss
Extension Plant Pathologist

—-—--—uux—m—~--u-——-v-n-o-o—n-nun—_—u-~—u-—~——‘--—.——-——-fl—u—-——-.~--—np—un-~-—-v————————n—

INFORMATION ON AEBOPLANE DUSTING FOR PLANT DISEASE CONTROL

”,flME- ”“4! g ‘, WAX£M fl}f 5?“? New Agent /' “ 3” f3“! - if“ " '. JY v

\
County J]

Total (1) 273013 County (1) (2)
Disease Acreage Each Acreage Dusted

Crop Dusted Combatted Crop Dusted (Each Crop) Cost Per Acre

J2” new : ism Xy’z’flaf/fi ”ff 252’ 25’ , 3 r“ ‘2

l. Nearest estimates.
2. Give cost per application to grower including dustalwl-mwsw-J~W~T"W“



COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK
. IN

NORTH CAROLINA STATE COLLEGE OF ‘ AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS EXTENSION SERVICEAGRICULTURE AND ENGINEERING,NORTH CAROLINA COUNTIES ANDUNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF STATE OF NORTH CAROLINAAGRICULTURE COOPERATING State College Station, RaleiRIbfij-S, Requested

To COunty Agents :

Re: Aeroplane Dusting for Plant Disease Control

As a member of the Extension Relations Committee of the American Phytopathologi-
cal Society, I have been assigned the task of compiling certain information on
aeroplane dusting in the United States. The information compiled will be pre—
sented to the committee at the annual meetings of our society at Chicago in
December. Below is indicated the type of information requested from all states
in the Union, and I will gratefully appreciate your cooperation in helping me
compile our own state summary.

Please fill in the blanks below and return to me as soon as possible}

Very truly yours,
’ " ml”I}; ‘!!“21,¢Mgrljb?%1If».7"’é’c‘-0

Howard B. Garriss
Extension Plant Pathologist

INFORMATION ON AEROPLANE DUSTING FOR PLANT DISEASE CONTROL

Agent/MfM
1 Total (17 9:3 of County (1) (2)

= Disease Acreage Each Acreage Dusted
Crop Dusted Combatted Crop Dusted (Each Crop) Cost Per Acre
z i?!“

l. ' Nearest estimates.
2. Give cost per application to grower including dust.

W ”W

41%meW7W fl 7
/;/L":



COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK
IN

NORTH CAROLINA STATE COLLEGE CF AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS EXTENSION SERVICEAGRICULTURE AND ENGINEERING,NORTH CAROLINA COUNTIES ANDUNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF STATE OF NORTH CAROLINAAGRICULTURE COOPERATING State College Station, RaleRlbfilg. Requested

To County Agents:

. Re: Aeroplane Dusting for Plant Disease Control

As a member of the Extension Relations Committee of the American Phytopathologi-
cal Society, I have been assigned the task of compiling certain information on
aeroplane dusting in the‘United States. The information compiled will be pre—
sented to the committee at the annual meetings of our society at Chicago in
December. Below is indicated the type of information requested from all states
in the Union, and I will gratefully appreciate your cooperation in helping me
Compile our own state summary.

Please fill in the blanks below and return to me as soon as possible{

Very truly yours,
., ~~ ,1 .' I; v,1 ,f‘ If 1% . ‘5 ’5. . , .rv ..-;: .Lr w '--¢"’ 'Cyniwwbr”1( «a ’7

Howard B. Garrise
Extension Plant Pathologist

~—-u-u-uw—m-———-———~-—-—-———~o——————u—nu—n-o—c—c-u-—_————-no-————_—-«-u—u--~n—-—u——-—-~—‘—

INFORMATION ON AEROPLANE DUSTING FOR PIANT DISEASE CONTROL

I? ' L , A “a t I Z ‘I z I 1/"; {f if .Countyw; a ggf‘fi‘p‘fi/ Agent jfw 5&4 w Ay/ngg;/~. j: a
. Total (1) % of Ccunty (l) (2)

Disease Acreage Each Acreage Dusted
Crop Dusted Combatted Crop Dusted (Each Crop) Cost Per Acre

Qj- .'?

(M ~44“Ir1‘?I:

l. Nearest estimates.»
2. Give cost per application to grower including dust.



Oklahoma
Agricultural ancl Mechanical College

School of Arts and Sciellces and
Agricultural Experilnent Station

Botany and Plant Pathology Stiflwater, Oklahoma
October 3, 19%?

Mr. Howard B. Garriss
Extension Plant Pathologist
State College Station
Raleigh, North Carolina

Dear Mr. Gerriss:

I have your letter requesting information on
airplane insting for plant disease control.

I am enclosing a letter sent to Dr. weloh
in Cornell last spring, which outlines the status
of airplane pesticide application in Oklahoma.
As you can see, the practice of application of
pesticides by airplane has not developed in Oklahoma
to a stage that permits giving the detailed informa—
tion requested in your questionnaire; however, I
believe that the information in the letter covers all
of the points in the questionnaire insofar as data are
available for this State. I personally believe that
there may be an important future for airplane insting
of field legumes with fungicides, but this is a field
of activity that first requires research and working
out of the economies involved.

Sincerely,

Ko¢-~Q
KQ‘Starr Chester
Head of Department

KSC/o
Encl.A



April 2, 19H?

Dr. D. S. Welch
Dexartment of Plant Pathology
Cornell University
Ithaca, Yew York

Dear Dr. Welch:

I have your request for information on potent airplane insting
in Oklahoma and can furnish the following estimates: :

rvO0,000 acres. It
eeen profitably

3 of our 13,000
'.thracnose'

(1) The Oklahoma cotton acresage in 19’u77—f,
is estimatei that 10% (100, OGDacres) of this n b ,1 -
irsted by airplane for boll weevil control. Also about‘
acres of watermelons might have been prc‘ ~

to warrant airplane due . i . .
to support a recommend: " ' \ =ne dusting, but considering the
success of sulphur one: s1for leaf spot control in the South,
east, the very extensi'- acreages of alfalfa and other field legumes in
this area, and the fact\t*
aefoliation div- -»

, «y fungic ua dusting, I think that there is some
possibility :’ a big pot~ntia1 use for airplane dusting of the field
legumes in l '
of cowpeas

Our who . '1'.ats regularly suffer considerable loss from rusts,
but out here in the drier part of the United States our average yields
are rather low, and the cost of sulphur dusting would probably not be
justified, particularly as these rust problems are rapidly coming under
control through the use of resistant varieties.

.I have no way of estimating the acreage that might be profitably
treated with herbicides by airplane, but I expect shat this wouli be
very considerable, particularly with small grains where the land is
flallow and easily becomes infestei with bindweed and other destructive
weeds during the summer.



Dr. D. S. Welch u-2.47 Page 2

A factor in favor of airplane insting in this area is the large.
size of our farms. averaging 220 acres, and the fact that much of our ,
cagriculture is not diversified, giving us very extensive tracts of level
land that is uniformly planted. Another factor that enters the Oklahoma
picture is the present very extensive spraying campaign being conducted
by the State Board of Agriculture which operates some 80 large spreyere
that are being use& for spraying with insecticides. '” ;icides and herb—
icides. This might somewhat lednce the demand for a. plane insting in
this State. ‘

(2) So far as I know there have bee“ “ T — ‘or lawsuits arising
from airplane application of pesticides in Oklahoma. ” . ow of only one
accident in.which the plane was se:iously damegea, but 9 oilot was unhurt.

xsc/o



CO-OPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK
IN

AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS
STATE OF CALIFORNIA

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA EXTENSION sznmcz
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE FARM ADV‘soR WORKAND AGRICULTURE CLUB WORKUNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE HOME DEMONSTRATION WORK

CO-OPE RATING
Office of the Director
College of Agriculture

September 22, 1947 Berkeley 4, California

Mr. Howard E. Garriss
Extension Plant Pathologist
Box 5597
State College Station
Raleigh, North Carolina

Dear Mr. Garrissz

There is a rapid development in California of the use of con—
centrated liquid insecticides and fungicides applied by both ground
equipment and airplanes. Effective dosages of certain insecticides ,
are down to 5 or 6 gallons per acre. The drift problem of insecticideEC@W9n;/
has been an important factor in stimulating work in this direction.
On the other hand application by mist blowers is making a strong bid
to replace standard Sprayers with the obvious advantages of speed and
labor saving.

Because of our dry climate, powdery mildew is the only foliage
disease of major importance here during the growing season. Sulfur
is so cheap and effective it is the one dust which will probably hold
its own for some time. Airplane dusting is preferred for field beans
and a few other craps where ground equipment would cause mechanical
damage. The 500,000 acres of grapes are dusted with sulfur from 1 to
5 times annually» So far, the airplane has taken very little of this
business.

It is generally believed that the airplane must apply a somewhat
large quantity of dust to secure an equivalent control.

Practically all of the controversy over drift of chemicals has
concerned insecticides and weed killers. Claims of damage from sulfur
have been rare. There have been one or two cases concerning sulfurc
sensitive crops.

I do not expect to see the airplane replace ground equipment for
applying fungicides to our orchards and vineyards.

Sincerely yours,

. Emlen Scott
Extension Specialist

CES:e in Plant Pathology
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TO CERTAIN EXTENSION SPECIALISTS IN PIANT PATHOLOGY:

Subject: AEROPLANE DUSTING FOR PLANT DISEASE CONTROL

At a conference of the Extension Committee, American PhytopathologiOal Society,
during the l9h6 meetings at Cincinnti, I was assigned the task of compiling
certain information on aeroplane dusting for plant disease control in the United
States. A summary of the compilation is to be preSented to the committee for the
discussion at the 19%? meetings at Chicago in December

Your cooperation in furnishing at an early date the desired information indicated
below will be gratefully appreciated. This letter i-s being sent to onl.y one keyman
in each state.

Howard B. Garriss'
Extension Plant Pathologist (N C. )

—_---———--9_—-—-——-—-----—_~--m—mn—-¢I————I--—uo—uc--—chuac.-—u—u..~—-n-——————n———————--————-~
(Please fill in blanks below, detz1oh and mail to Reward R. Garrise, Box 5397, State
College Station, Raleigh N. C. )

I. INFORMATION ON AEBOPLANE DUSTING FOR PLANT DISEASE CONTROE

‘State 1 519@éflgxmf** Pathologist Reporting :«fw,9,»;

To _ Per Cen
Disease ‘Acreage Each State Acreage
Combatted Cro Dusted Dusted Cost Per Acre
/

l. Nearest estimates
2. Give cost per application<including cost Of dust) and place total number of

applications recommended in parentheses.

II. List Advantages and Disadvantages of plane dusting: 0151 E11181} -f§?”355“€*94“

Advantages Disadvantages

«1. —.-7'.——.m-.1€

J .~ , 111»
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2‘ > ‘ 111'? ”l" e s; ' :1“{mgf'ffig”! C \ ”o I: 10 5:. ‘3 *YLQI

1 I I "I911: fIf

III. at is the relative effectiveness of plane dusting ag compared with dusting
by ground equipment? Better disease control with:
Pkme , 1 (xhgnmmdemummm; AK (x)7' ‘

IV. What is your opinion as to the future of plane dusting for plant disease conu
trol in your state?

”firm
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REPORT TO THE CHAIRMAN, EXTENSION CONMITTEE:

SUBJECT: AEROPLANE DUSTING FOR PLANT DISEASE CONTROL

IN THE UNITED STATES

Following the Extension Workers Conference at the Cincinnati Meetings, 1946,
the writer attempted to carry out the assignment of gathering certain information
on Aeroplane Dusting for Plant Disease Control. During late summer, 1947, a
questionnaire on this subject was submitted to key men in the 48 states, Hawaii,
and Puerto Rico.

Response to the questionnaire has been gratifying and it is felt that the
information submitted on the questionnaire forms and in letters from the key men
contacted will be useful.

The writer wishes to express sincere appreciation for the cooperation given
by the reporters in the various states.

SUMMARY OF CROPS BUSTED BY AEROPLANE FOR DISEASE CONTROL;
BY STATES, 1947

Total Percent Cost
Crop Acres Acreage Per 7

State Dusted Dusted Dusted' Acre* Diseases Combatted

Arkansas Peaches 1500 Brown rot

Delaware Cantaloupe 1000 30 5.00 Downy mildew
Cucumber 500 15 5.00 " "
Potato 1000 20 5.00 Late & Early blight
Tomato 5000 50 6.00 " " " "
Watermelon 500 15 5.00 Anthracnose

Georgia Peanut Ieafspot
Peaches " rBrown rot
Tomato 4000 Early blight

Kansas Potato 125 2.5 2.50** Late blight

Maine Apple 500 1 ‘ Scab
~ Blueberries 500 l l.50~3.00** Rust, Mildew

Michigan Peaches 10 3.00-5.00 Brown rot
Onion 2000 20 2.00—4.00 Mildew

Minnesota Potato 12,000 Late and Early blight

Nebraska Potato 1000 2 3.50 Late blight
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» Total Percent Cost
CrOp Acres Acreage Per

State Dusted Dusted Dusted Acre Diseases Combatted

North Potato 15,000 — 1 2.00~3.00 Late and Early blight
Dakota

North Peaches 2000 1 4.50' Brown rot
Carolina Peanuts 5220 1 2.50 Leafspot

Tomato 40 .Late blight
Pecan 90 6.00 Scab

Ohio Apple 410 4.00 Scab
Celery 85 5.15 Blight
Cucumber 55 3.25 Leafspot
Peaches 140 4.50 Brown rot
Potato 987 4.00 Late blight
Tomato 3000 2.00 Late blight

South “i"“Cotton 20,000 2 2.00 13011 rots
Carolina Peaches ‘ 2.00 Brown rot & Scab

Peanuts 800 3 4.00 Leafspot
Pecans Scab (Preliminary Test)
Potatoes 1000 8 Late blight
Tomato 300 5 Late blight
Watermelon 200 6 4.00 Anthracnose

South Potatoes 1000 3 Late & Early blight
Dakota .

Tennessee Peaches 40 . tr. 8.00 Brown rot
‘ Tomato 5 tr. 10.00 Blight

Texas Potato 10,000“ 80 90.1.209He Late blight

Potato 20,000“ 50 H '" Late blight

Tomato 30,000;/ 25 ” " Early blight &
Stemphyllium

Virginia Tomato 5-10 2.00**

Wyoming Beans 17,200. 15 2.75

* Cost in dollars per acre per application including material was requested
;‘1‘

"K"i.

Cost of application

Lower Rio Grand Valley in Texas

Elsewhere in State of Texas
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SUE-EZWIY OF TOTAL ACL‘LZSALEE C‘" C." CPS BUSTED BI AJEROFLAIEE

F01 DISEASE CCRT!7.0L, United States, 1‘}4'7
\

Crop Dusted States
i

PoLaLo ‘ 062,112 ' Ohio, Del., Ken., Hi n., Reb.,
L. 0., s. 0., s. 9., To:35

Tomato 1 4.2,305 Ohio, Del., 3. 0., TezLL., Texas

Cotton , 20,000 8. C.

BeLns 17,200 ”yoamna
.. l

Peanuts 6,30% 1 0., s. 0.

Peaches 3,690** I Ark., Ohio, Hich., H. 0., Tenn.
1 .

Onion 2,000 michigan

Contaloupe 1,000 J Delaware'

Apple 0'10 Chic, HaLoe

Watermelon ‘ T00 Del., 3. C.
‘l

Cucumber 555 Ohio, Del.

Blueberry - 500 Maine

Pecans 90 R. 0.

Gel C\h C) &«at.4)40ery

03a]. 15]. , 53737

* Georgia reported peanuts 5usLe5 by aeroplane for leafspot control
but the acreage wars not given.

** Georgia and South Cerouina reported peaches 5uste5 for hrown rot
and scab control ooL the acreage gas 305 {giVen.

EL is intereeLing to note that o: the Lote1 21c eage reported 39.L
or 60,000 acres 5ustod by e.er091ene was reported f;A Texas
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Advantages and Disadvantages of Aeroplane Dusting

While there were a few exceptions, the general consensus of opinion
of persons reporting was that aeroplane dusting was more egpensive and less
effective than dusting with ground equipment. The various opinions expressed
regarding advantages and disadvantages of plane dusting can briefly be
.summarized as follows:

Advantages:

l.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Rapid coverage in emergencies and under extended unfavorable weather
conditions.

Saves time and labor, releasing machinery and labor for other jobs.

Facilitates applications when ground is too wet for ground equipment.

Facilitates applications when plants are large, thus eliminating
damage to plants by ground equipment.

Enables larger acreages to be dusted where adequate ground equipment
is not available to cover the acreage.

Disadvantages:

l.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Cost of application too high.

Not as effective in controlling diseases as applications by ground
equipment.

Poorer coverage and more uneven distribution of dust than obtained
with ground equipment. a

Results too variable with pilots. Many pilots careless in distribution
of dust. '

Not adapted to small fields.

Obstructions prevent coverage in portions of fields.

Drift of dust to nearby crops.

Delay during unfavorable flying_weather including windy mornings and
evenings.



What Q: The Future?

Generally, the opinions expressed show the following trends:

1. AerOplane dusting will have a place in dusting some crops, for
control of certain diseases, under certain conditions. Texas reports
favorably on continuous and probably more extensive use of aeroplane
dusting.

2. Research is needed to obtain more data on results, development
of better equipment and improvelaent of techniques.

Howard B. Garriss
Extension Plant Pathologist (N. c. )
Chairman, Ertension Sue—Committee on

Aeroplane Dusting



Box 5397

September 19, 193;?

Dr. Oran C. Boyd, Quit-nan
fixtension (imam, Law. ‘
Bapartment of Botany
Massachusetts State Gollego

~ Amherst, Massachusetts

Dear fr. Boyd:

Your letter of September 7th raga-ding activities of the Extension
Committee has been received. ,

You will. recall that at. last groom's meeting in the ‘Menaion Con.-
ferance before the omittaa met I expresaed a desire to see the
airplam dusting and wraying m: 'contimmd but requested that
someone else be assigned this activity in View of the fact that
I anticipatod a heavier load than I could possibly carry this year.
At our committee meeting tho flung was more or low damped into w
lap again. I regret that I have had no tixm mammal“ to put on
this nativity and that. I amt promise my wring the interval
batman now and the New York meeting.

For several months during ma early part of the your, I was under
the attention of m orthopedic aurgaon and m natmrally limited in
my mtivitiau during that period. In the face of thia and resulting
acmumflatod duties and in £10. off the most some "dine”: your”
probably in our history, I have not been abls to kaap up with half
the servicaa requested of as, much less angugo in other wtivitiu.
I sinoamly regret. that I cannot promiae a mailer report at. the ‘
appromhing meeting.

With but wish” and kind raga-do.

' Your: very truly,

Hoard R. Gar-ring
Extension Plant Pathologist

ERG/VI

(‘2)
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September 7, l9h9

Dr. Howard H. Garriss
Plant Pathology Dept.
State College of Agric.
State College Station
Raleigh, North Carolina

Dear Dr. Garriss:

Eith the closing of the summer season, I am sending each member of
our a.F.S. Extension Committee a reminder of the report he is to make
on his sub-project at the Annual Conference this Winter. I'm sure, from
the discussion that took place at our l9h8 Conference, the Extension
Pathologists are looking forward to your report on Airplane Dusting and
Spraying for Disease Control.

In case you contemplate circularizing the Extension Pathologists for
information to go into the report, I might report now that considerable
airplane dusting and spraying was done this year in Massachusetts for
insect control, but very little for control of plant diseases.

I trust you had a successful and interesting season for project work
this year.

Very truly yours,
‘3’

ran C. Boyd 3
Chairman, Extension Committee, A. P.S.

COB/mag

at


